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Executive Post

Arthur Samet President & CEO
I was recently asked, ‘What is so different about
the culture at Samet Corporation versus other construction and real estate development
companies?’ I answered that question with one
word, “authenticity”!
‘Au-then-tic-i-ty’ – Having qualities that are
real or genuine.
Culture within any company is continually
evolving. It takes a constant and deliberate
focus from leaders at all levels in an organization to ensure that an open, collaborative and
positive culture is developed and reinforced in
all interactions with customers, the community
and with each other.
Authenticity is one of the main building blocks
of our culture here at Samet Corporation. It is
one of the most important leadership tenets
that supports our core value…Trust.
Those
who believe authenticity is a primary driver in
their everyday activities create relationships
with higher levels of engagement. Authentic relationships foster an environment where
open, honest ‘two-way’ communication and
feedback leads to superior outcomes, serving
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as the platform for another one of our Core Values…Innovation! I am most proud and most
encouraged about the long-term opportunities
for our Associates at Samet Corporation. Every day, I experience interactions between our
Associates, our customers, subcontractors and
vendors that enable levels of creativity, cooperation and respect, yielding positive results and
enduring relationships.
We are a company of real people with diverse
backgrounds and perspectives who support
each other and outperform together, through
teamwork, trust, and innovation. Our people,
and the authentic culture we create, are what
makes our company, projects, and relationships
the best in the business.

Arthur Samet
President & CEO
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8
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Kevin Pangrazio Sr. Superintendent, Charlotte, NC
What do you enjoy about your role as a Superintendent?
The day to day challenges we face. One of the most prominent
challenges is managing the many different subcontractors
on the project. Although it can be very difficult at times, it
is worth it when you look back at a finished project and feel
pride in the fact that you built it. The team I’m working with
now at Woodfield Graham is very energetic and great to work
with. I most certainly could not do it without them.
What has been your favorite project? Why?
My favorite project was a military facility in Iraq. The project
consisted of 42 buildings, a Humvee garage and tent city.
This was the first time I had left the states. It was a real eyeopener for someone from a small town of 2,000 people.
While in Iraq, I was exposed to people from different parts of
the world and the diverse culture of the Middle East.
The actual building was a challenge because it was in the
middle of the desert. The convoys that delivered the materials
for the building arrived once every three months. It was not
uncommon for the convoys to get attacked in route to the
site. It was crucial to make sure all items were scheduled 6 to
8 months in advance, due to convoys either not making it or
taking numerous attempts to make it to the site.
I worked very closely with the team on site controlling the
local work force of 500 Iraqi workers. We would meet nightly
and break down their manpower needs for each individual
building, planning for the work required the next day. Each
morning all workers would line up per their trade and be
delegated per our plan to each building or Foreman. It was
not long before the Leads of the company took control of our
plan. It was a personal accomplishment for me to see them
use a planning tool I brought to the table.
There was never a dull day, it was very exciting and nerve
racking at the same time. This project gave me a deeper
appreciation for living in the United States. Many of the
techniques for building structures in Iraq haven’t been used
in the United States for over 50 years and they didn’t have the
luxury and convenience of hardware stores down the road.

Many of the things we take for granted in the construction
field like nails, mason trowels, and large equipment, the Iraqis
did not have. So almost all mixing of mortar and moving of
construction material was done with pure manpower and
not equipment.

Service

Associate Spotlight

During my time in Iraq, I learned that just because they aren’t
as blessed as we are in America, Iraqis are no different than
us. The Iraqis have been given an unfortunate scenario in
which they have been stuck in a country torn apart by war
and religious differences. It was truly an experience that I
could never explain in words!!
While in Iraq, I had the honor to meet our amazing military
personnel. They are the best at what they do and I always go
out of my way to thank them for their service.

Do you have any advice for aspiring
Superintendents?
Do not try and become a Superintendent
overnight. Learn from your mistakes and
understand it is okay to make mistakes
as long as you learn from them! Being a
Superintendent does not mean you
know everything about building
a structure, it is asking the right
questions and making sure to ask
the right people before making a
decision. Do not make a decision
just to make a decision. Do the
best job you can no matter
what the task. Talk to your team
and make decisions together, all
decisions affect everyone on the
job, everyone should be part of
the decision!!!

“The success of Samet Corp past,present and future is built on our 5 core values (Service,
Quality, Innovation, Trust & Safety). Kevin conducts business daily with these 5 values
in mind, his “what ever it takes” attitude and dedication is respected and noticed by
both his peers and our clients.”
-Alton Tew, Group Manager at Samet Corporation
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Featured Project

Department of Veterans Affairs Medical Center - Fayetteville, NC
The Department of Veterans Affairs operates our
nation’s largest integrated health care system with
more than 1,700 hospitals, clinics, community
living centers, domiciles, readjustment counseling
centers and other facilities. These facilities serve
millions of our soldiers, airmen and sailors every
day. At Samet Corporation, we are proud to
support our nation’s heroes in Fayetteville, NC with
the addition of the new Veterans Affairs Medical
Center. The new facility supports the operations
at the existing VA Medical Center in Fayetteville.
The 360,000 SF structure is a lesson in project
coordination and management. The facility rests
on 45 acres at the junction of Highway 401 and
Raeford Road adjacent to Fort Bragg. Successful
project completion required coordination with the
City of Fayetteville, the North Carolina Department
of Transportation, Fayetteville’s Public Works
Commission, the Department of Veteran’s Affairs
and the Douglas Company, our joint venture
partner.

precast exterior. Inside the facility are a host of
treatment rooms, several operating rooms and
imaging spaces including Computed Tomography
or what we know as the CT or CAT Scan. The facility
also holds spaces for Magnetic Resonance Imaging
(MRI) equipment. Other services provided at the
facility include prosthetics, an eye clinic, audiology/
sound suites, cytoscopy, colonoscopy, exam rooms
(neurology, cardiology, pulmonary and bariatrics)
and consultation. The facility is designed to add
capacity to the current VA healthcare structure in
Fayetteville as our brave soldiers return home from
service and settle back into the greater Fayetteville
area.

The facility is three floors constructed within a
steel frame and wrapped with a brick veneer and

During the construction of the project, we
were fortunate to work closely with the City of

This VA facility also incorporates many strategic
security measures to protect our veterans in the
event of an unwanted situation that involves our
veteran’s safety. Incorporating these measures
required coordination with security experts and
careful review of specifications and installation.

Winner of a 2015 ABC NC Excellence in Construction Merit Award
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Quality
Fayetteville’s Fire Department. The relationship
started with routine communication from our
project team to identify the needs of the City. As
we worked together, we discovered opportunities
to assist in the training efforts for the City’s Fire
Department. In particular, the Department was
proactive in wanting to understand the project for
a potential construction rescue situation. This led
to the Department using the project site to assist
in rescue training for construction sites, confined
spaces, and falls.

“I would like to take a moment to congratulate Samet Corporation on the successful completion of the VA Healthcare Facility in Fayetteville, NC. I would recommend Samet
Corporation for future work and believe that choosing Samet for this Project was a good
decision”
-Tom Durig, Project Manager
VA Project Team: Bob Austin, Chris Hurlock, Adrian Rodriguez, Kurtis Hicks, Andrew Best, Bobby Summerlin, Robbie Putnam, Michael Staton,
Wesley Loggins, Jeff Marshall
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Under The Dome
at High Point University

Innovation

The Cottrell Hall - Home of the Flanagan Center for
Student Success, constructed in the heart of High
Point University’s campus, is the embodiment of
style and design innovation. Above all, the center
piece of the structure is the central dome.
The dome, a 50’ diameter octagon capped by
a Cupola and lightning rod reaching a height of
121’-11’ on the exterior of the building, required
an innovative approach to installation for our
project team at High Point University. Inside the
building, the dome is approximately 80’ above
the first floor. Two-story curtain walls and glass
walls within the building provide an open feel for
the space despite the mass of structural framing
members supporting the dome’s features.
Erection began in October 2014 and continued
through the first of the year. Two cranes were
required in order to place the ribs of the dome.
One crane held the 10’ diameter compression ring
while the other flew structural members into place
and held them there while they were welded.
Once most members were set, leaving out just
enough room for boom lifts to access welds at
the dome, we were able to begin the work below
the dome. This included pouring concrete and
installing masonry at the base of the dome. On
the roof level, the work included concrete and
completing trusses.

When all structural members were complete,
the Cupola was mounted to the 89’ - high top of
structure, the skin of the dome took shape and
was capped with Bermuda-style metal panels.
Scaffolding was constructed in order to complete
the rest of the interior work. As we completed
work from the top down, the scaffolding was
removed to make room to work on the next lower
level. In this manner, we descended through the
dome to complete framing, installation of the
lower glass fiber reinforced gypsum dome, the
painting of the dome, and finally sheetrock, wood
trim and the 8’ diameter windows that adorn each
facet of the dome’s vertical surfaces at the third
floor level. By utilizing a combination of the aerial
lift and scaffolding, we improved safety, access
and efficiency while constructing this centerpiece
for the campus of High Point University.

“I am writing this letter as a thank you for the recent work Samet Corporation performed on
the Student Excellence Center now named Cottrell Hall. We appreciate the work your team
did on this beautiful enhancement to our campus that we here at High Point University are
extremely proud of. The product turned out great and we could not be happier with the end
product.”
-Jason Sweet, Director of Construction at High Point University

Winner of a 2015 ABC NC Excellence in Construction Eagle Award
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S.W.E.A.T.

Samet Wellness Energizes Associate Transformation
Our Associates are Samet’s #1 asset. Along with hiring the best and continuing to develop each
individual, we must focus on the well-being of our team. Samet’s Wellness Committee was formed
in 2012 and its mission is to “provide opportunities for employees to develop healthier lifestyles by
supporting habits and attitudes that contribute to positive well-being.” Our 3rd annual “Maintain Don’t
Gain” challenge is underway which encourages
participants to minimize weight gain and avoid
the temptations presented during the holiday
season. With many of our Associates working
on job sites and in offices throughout the
Carolinas, SWEAT has helped provide a bridge
between Associates who do not typically work
together through photos, experiences and
stories of triumph.
Samet Associates participate in the 5th annual Salvation Army’s Kickball Classic benefit“I try to participate in the different SWEAT challenges like Maintain Don’t Gain and Move It! It makes staying on track a little
easier knowing that others around me are doing the same thing. The weekly reminders and challenges help keep it interesting and enjoyable, and the competitiveness between co-workers is fun and helps me push a little harder to achieve goals. My
kids are very active in sports and I’m a coach for my son’s football, basketball and baseball teams. These activities keep me
participating more in the drills to keep fit rather than simply watching from the sidelines.”
			
-David Witzel, Preconstruction Project Executive at Samet Corporation

Positive Safety Leadership

Trust

ing the Boys & Girls Clubs of High Point. This event raised more than $13,000.

James “Bo” Fitcher

With Bo’s level of experience, safety on his job sites will never take
second place. On one recent occasion, a drywall contractor wanted to raise two of his men in a trash box to finish work on the
exterior of the building. Bo engaged that subcontractor prior to
the initiation of the work. Under no circumstances was Bo going
to allow anyone to enter a piece of equipment that was not rated
or designed for workers. Bo and his team on site worked collaboratively with the subcontractor to develop a plan for the drywall
company to safely complete their work. Nice job Bo!

Safety

Bo Fitcher has been a Superintendent with Samet Corporation
since 2012. He has over 40 years of industry experience. Much
of the new skyline in the Ballantyne area of southern Charlotte
was constructed under his expertise. Bo also leads a church group
to Honduras every year, where fellow congregates and volunteers
build churches, orphanages and schools.

James “Bo” Fitcher
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www.sametcorp.com
309 Gallimore Dairy Rd, Suite 102
Greensboro, NC 27409
5605 Carnegie Boulevard, Suite 310
Charlotte, North Carolina, 28209
215 Glenwood Ave, Suite A
Raleigh, NC 27603

Available Properties

Triad Business Park - Kernersville, NC 27284
Centrally Located, Triad Business Park represents a cooperative effort between the City of High Point, Forsyth County,
Guilford County and the Town of Kernersville
•
•
•
•

I-40 access at Hwy 66, Sandy Ridge as well as Business 40 West from East Mountain Street
Within one mile of the Macy Grove Road Interchange (DOT Project #U- 2800) at Business 40
Lot sizes are flexible and can be subdivided
Seven miles from the Piedmont Triad International Airport

Please Contact Brian Hall - Real Estate Project Manager
Direct: 336.544.2600

Fax: 336.544.2640

Cell: 336.362.2026

bhall@sametcorp.com

www.sametcorp.com

